
 

 
CAPPTURETM GLASSES BY PYRAMEX® OFFER SHOOTERS ADVANCED EYE PROTECTION 

OPTION OVER PRESCRIPTION EYEWEAR  
 

Protective Eyewear Offers Ultra-Comfortable Fit and Superior Function Ideal for Shooters 
 

CapptureTM glasses by Pyramex® are exactly what the doctor ordered, when the doctor orders prescription 
eyewear.  The protective eyewear fits over prescription glasses seamlessly, and offers shooters the eye 
protection and clear vision they need all with superior comfort.  Ideal for use whether you’re on the range or at 
the jobsite, the temples of the glasses extend from the browbar.  This ingenious design allows the eyewear to sit 
comfortably over everyday eyewear avoiding interference with the prescription frame’s temples. 
 
Cappture eyewear models feature an ultra-durable lens, nosepiece and temple made entirely of durable 
shatterproof polycarbonate – a material invented by the aerospace industry and intended for and used for 
astronaut visors. The hinges are constructed of a combination of nylon and polycarbonate for greater flexibility.  
The glasses are also dielectric, making them electrical shock resistant protecting the wearer from hazards 
should he/she potentially come into incidental contact with energized electrical circuits or parts. 
 
The lenses are hard scratch-resistant and provide 99 percent protection from harmful UV rays.  The glasses 
also meet stringent ANSI Z87.1+ and Canadian (CSA Z94.3) safety standards, while select models also meet 
European EN166 safety standards.  This means shooters can feel confident they have the advanced eye 
protection needed when on the range. 

 
Choose from three lens types including clear, gray or amber.  All three feature the company’s H2X anti-fog 
technology which helps ensure crystal clear vision even when the shooting action or environment gets hot. 

 
Pyramex Safety delivers high quality safety products through its innovative and stylish product lines.  The 
company designs and manufactures a variety of personal protective equipment from eye, head, hand, welding, 
cooling and hearing protection to Hi-Vis work wear, respirators and ergonomic gear. Founded in 1991, the 
company has more than 2,000 distributors in over 60 countries and is committed to investing countless hours to 
research, design and testing to ensure Pyramex products meet the highest industry safety standards. To learn 
more about Pyramex Safety, go to www.pyramexsafety.com.   
 
Connect with Pyramex on social media: 
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